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Abstract. Given the growing need to quickly process texts and extract information
from the data for various purposes, correct normalization that will contribute to better
and faster processing is of great importance. The paper presents the comparison of
different methods of short text (tweet) normalization. The comparison is illustrated by
the example of text sentiment analysis. The results of an application of different nor-
malizations are presented, taking into account time complexity and sentiment algorithm
classification accuracy. It has been shown that using cutting to n-gram normalization,
better or similar results are obtained compared to language-dependent normalizations.
Including the time complexity, it is concluded that the application of this language-
independent normalization gives optimal results in the classification of short informal
texts.
1. Introduction
Normalization is an important step in text preparation for any type of machine
processing. Normalization can be language-independent and language-dependent.
Language-dependent normalization better preserves text properties and reduces the
word to morphologically correct form. The problems of language-dependent nor-
malization are unavailability and robustness of lexical resources and complexity of
the normalization algorithms. Language-independent normalization reduces words
to forms that do not necessarily have to be morphologically correct. On the other
hand, specific lexical resources are not required for the use of language-independent
normalizations. Cutting the word to the character n-grams of a certain length, as a
way of language independent normalization, can have its advantages in particular
text processing. This normalization is much faster than linguistic normalization
and is preferred if it achieves satisfactory processing precision. This paper presents
the effect of text normalization on the classification of short texts (tweets) based
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on the sentiment. Three types of normalization have been processed, two linguis-
tic (stemming and lemmatization) and one language-independent (cutting words
to character n-grams). The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The paper
begins with a description of related work on different normalization methods for
sentiment analysis in Section 2. Section 3. contains information about the dataset.
Section 4. describes different normalization methods. Section 5. shows the results of
the sentiment lexicon normalization. The experimental results and time complexity
are included in Section 6. Finally, we conclude and present suggestions for future
work in Section 7.
2. Related work
The sentiment analysis has been an ongoing topic of research recently. It seeks to
determine the attitude expressed in the text. The sentiment can be analyzed at the
level of the whole text, sentences or one aspect of the text [16]. The sentiment can
be expressed discreetly (positive, negative and neutral) or on a scale from positive
to negative. There are corpus-based and lexicon-based approaches to determine
the polarity of the corresponding text [19]. The corpus-based approach (supervised
approach) uses the methods of machine learning over a marked set of data. The
lexicon-based approach (unsupervised approach) determines the polarity based on
the sentiment lexicon. The sentiment lexicon contains words that can have discrete
values (-1, 0, 1 or positive, neutral, negative) or values on a scale (eg. from -10 to
+10). Sentiment lexicons with discrete values are Bing Liu’s Opinion Lexicon [4]
and MPQA Subjectivity Lexicon [21]. Sentiment lexicon containing the value of the
polarity that has a specific scale is SentiWordNet [18]. When it comes to methods
that determine the sentiment, most researchers use supervised learning methods
[3], although a considerable number of approaches provide analysis by methods of
unsupervised lexicon-based [19] and [15] or combined semi-supervised learning [2].
Although a machine-based approach gives better classification, a lexicon-based ap-
proach takes precedence in situations where a set of marked data is not available,
and when a classifier training time is crucial. In the sentiment analysis, there are
challenges such as the treatment of phenomena of negation, sarcasm, irony, and
others. The sentiment analysis is closely related to the language. A sentiment
analysis in the Serbian language was made for a set of newspaper articles [14], film
reviews [1] and a set of tweets [8]. Normalization of text is a part of every kind
of text processing and sentiment analysis. The effect of normalization on various
problems of text processing is different. The normalization results vary depending
on the type of text to which they are applied and the language in which the text
is written. There are a small number of papers concerning the normalization of
short texts in the Serbian language and its related languages (Bosnian, Croatian
and Montenegrin). Linguistic normalization of the texts in the Serbian language
was performed by D. Vitas et al. [20], who described tools and resources for the
processing of texts in the Serbian language. In addition to linguistic normalization,
normalization by stemming can be done using stemmers. The authors of the paper
[1] dealt with the impact of morphological, stemming and word embedding normal-
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ization on the sentiment classification of text in the Serbian language. They used
a movie review corpus and found that stemmer gives better results compared to
lemmatizer and that adding bag-of-words attributes increases the accuracy of clas-
sification methods. The application of the word embedding method (which requires
lemmatization) and the string kernel method (which does not require any normal-
ization) in the sentiment analysis of informal short texts in the Croatian language
is shown by L. Rotim et al. [17]. Their results show that word embedding out-
performs string kernels, which in turn outperform word and n-gram bag-of-words
baselines. Alternative methods of normalization are known, such as cutting off the
same length and n-gram analysis [11].
3. Dataset
The increasing use of social networks and the text availability make them popular
for research. In this paper, the experimental dataset consists of tweets in the Serbian
language. Tweets are short, informal texts that contain a lot of incorrectly written
words, use of slang, irony, and sarcasm. If we take all these into consideration, we
can conclude that normalization and classification of such informally written texts
is a very demanding task. Liu et al., [7] created special systems for normalizing such
texts. Tweets were collected using the Twitter Streaming API in the period from
30 November 2016 to 30 June 2017. The dataset was manually labeled by three
people, two men, and one woman. Background of annotators are the following: a
doctor of medicine, an electrical engineer and a student of the Serbian language and
literature. In case of disagreement on tweet marking between any two or all three
annotators, the tweet is thrown out of the set. The final dataset consists of 7663
tweets, 4193 of which are marked negative, 2625 neutral and 818 positives.
4. Normalization
Normalization is considered the process consisting of two phases. In the first phase,
a tokenization that is linguistically independent and specific to the type of data is
performed. The tokenizer deals with words that appear in tweets but do not carry
the meaning (such as retweet, via, etc.), spaces in the text, numbers, dates, and
punctuation characters in such a way that output tokens are only those that affect
the meaning of the text. The second phase of text normalization is partially or
completely linguistically dependent. In this paper, it involves removing the stop
words specific for the Serbian language and reducing different forms of the words
to their base. Reduction of the number of different types of words appearing in the
dataset is done in three ways: stemming (ST), normalization by using morphological
lexicon (MN) and cutting to the character of 4-grams, 5-grams, 6-grams and 7-grams
(4G, 5G, 6G, 7G).dgsd
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4.1. Stemming
Stemming belongs partly to linguistic, and partly to the heuristic approach of
reducing different word forms to their root. Stemming removes the word suffixes
by cutting them to the root of the word. There are publicly available stemming
algorithms in the Serbian language. The paper used a stemming algorithm for the
Serbian language described by N. Miloevic´ [13]. This stemmer consists of a list of
irregular verbs: moc´i/can, hteti/want, jesam/I am, and biti/to be. For each form of
these verbs (a total of 68 infections), the word is reduced to its morphological root.
Stemmer also contains a list of 289 suffixes and substitutions that are added if the
suffix is taken from the word. Stemmer modifies the first words containing letters
with diacritic characters, so the letters with a diacritic sign are replaced with two
letters: ”sˇ” is modified to ”sx”, ”cˇ” to ”cx”, ”c´” to ”cy”, ”d¯” to ”dx” and ”zˇ” to
”zx”. Further, if the word belongs to the list of one of the 4 irregular verbs, then it
is shifted to the root; otherwise, the longest suffix contained in the word is found,
and the word is modified according to the rule for that suffix. If the word does
not contain any of the suffixes, then the stemmer returns the original word. This
stemmer is set to stem words longer than 4 characters and those with more than 3
characters after the suffix is taken away. Stemmers created by Kesˇelj and Sˇipka [5]
are also based on rules with suffixes. The algorithm for stemming of Ljubesˇic´ [10]
is rule-based and achieves F1 97.64
4.2. Normalization with the morphological lexicon
Lemmatization is the process of reducing different forms of a single word to
its linguistic root - lemma. Different forms of one and the same word occur when
this word appears in different grammatical cases, grammatical gender, grammatical
number, and grammatical tense or grammatical person. Lemmatization is used in
the morphological analysis of the text; the morphological lexicon is used for the
process of word reduction. The morphological lexicon contains all the forms of the
word and word lemma. The lemma is derived from the form of words and other
labels needed to uniquely map to its corresponding lemma. The additional tags
of the word include the aforementioned information about the grammatical case,
grammatical gender, grammatical number, grammatical tense or grammatical per-
son and other characteristics - depending on the type of the word that is reduced
to the lemma. For the application of lemmatization, a corpus with labeled word
POS tag is required. Due to the absence of such corpus, normalization is applied
in this paper by using the morphological lexicon that takes the first lemma for
the corresponding word form, without taking into account the characteristics of
the word. This normalization has defects in relation to real lemmatization. Since
lemmatization is performed by using a large number of rules (each word is consid-
ered separately), it is accordingly more complex and time-consuming in comparison
to stemming. The morphological lexicon of Krstev et al. is used for lemmatiza-
tion [6]. It consists of 3,630,613 entries for 85,721 lemmas covering 11 PoS: 646
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867 nouns, 2 315 640 adjectives, 654 159 verbs, 3233 adverbs, 4 794 numerals, 83
conjunctions, 218 interjections, 169 prepositions, 5 321 pronouns, 103 particles and
26 abbreviations.
4.3. Cutting to n-gram
An alternative way of normalization, which does not require any lexical resources
is normalization by cutting the word into the first n characters. For n, the values
of 4, 5, 6, and 7 are taken. This way of text normalization certainly results in
information loss, and it may happen that different words with different sentiments
are reduced to the same n-gram (ambicija/ambition, besplatno/free (positive words)
and ambis/ambis, bespomoc´no/helpless (negative words) are reduced to the same
4-grams - ambi, besp). However, the advantages of reduction of a large number of
word forms with the same first n characters may bring greater benefits in comparison
to losses (e.g.ljubav/love, ljubavni/love, ljubavisati/love, ljubavi/love are reduced to
the same 4 grams ljuba/love). The gains and losses obtained by this normalization
were experimentally shown (in Section 5.). In the example of the Twitter sentiment
classification, this normalization was experimentally shown to positively affect the
accuracy of classification.
5. Normalized sentiment lexicons
The sentiment lexicons contain words that are marked positive or negative. They
serve in the sentiment analysis in the lexicon-based method. The sentiment lexicon
used in this paper as the starting lexicon consisted of 5632 words (reduced to the
morphological root), 4058 of which were negative and 1574 positive words [12]. The
three described normalizations were used, and three resulting lexicons were obtained
and used in a dataset, normalized by one of the three normalizations (stemming,
lemmatization or cutting to n-grams).
5.1. Normalization of sentiment lexicon
The application of normalization to sentiment lexicons affects the total number
of words in the lexicon as well as their quality. By using linguistic dependent
normalizers (stemmer and lemmatizer), the words with the same or similar meaning
are reduced to their common root. Using n-gram analysis, words from a lexicon are
cut into n-grams, without taking into account the meaning of the word. Due to
the characteristics of the corresponding normalizers, the resulting lexicons have
a significantly different number of words [11]. The small numbers of words with
different sentiments are transformed to the same root, due to which they become
contradictory. Normalizations based on language rules produce a lower number
of such words. Contradictory data will be excluded from the sentiment lexicons.
Table 5.1 shows the results after normalization of words in lexicons and removal of
contradictory words. The number of words in the lexicons is displayed as well as the
total number of different roots obtained after normalization. For better comparison,
the results are presented in cases when no normalization is applied (NN) and the
results of the application of different normalizations: stemming (ST), morphological
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Table 5.1: Number of words in normalized lexicons after the removal of contradic-
tory words and number of different roots to which they are reduced by normaliza-
tions
Type of normalization NN ST NM 4G 5G 6G 7G
Number of different words 5632 5596 5632 4139 5116 5481 5576
Number of different bases 5632 5218 5632 2271 3506 4283 4803
vocabulary normalization (NM), 4-grams (4G), 5-grams (5G), 6-grams (6G) and 7-
grams (7G).
The number of different words in nominalized lexicons decreases due to the
exclusion of contradictory words, which is best expressed in normalization by cutting
to 4-grams. Stemming is also part of the word ejected. The number of different
normalized roots to which the words from the basic lexicon are reduced is the
smallest in cutting to 4 grams, which increases with the length n. The number
of occurring sentiment words in the data set is calculated for lexicons. The total
number of sentiment words is: for stems 10777; for lemmas 12920; for 4-grams
22466; for 5-grams 15284; for 6-grams 10697; for 7-grams 7874. The distribution
of the number of occurrences of the sentiment in the corpus of polarity is shown in
Figure 5.1. The number of occurrences of terms from normalized lexicons in tweets
from the corpus is the largest for 4-grams and 5-grams and for the lemmas. This
distribution indicates that words cut to 4-grams are best mapped in tweets, which
is expected due to the number of different word forms, beginning with the same 4-
gram. What is visible from the chart and Table 5.1 is that the effect of normalization
is reduced with the increase of n length, so that by cutting to 7-grams, we obtain
those that are inclined towards results without normalization.
Fig. 5.1: The number of observation terms from lexicon in the corpus
In the next chapter, the quality of collected lexicon is verified by examining
whether these words from normalized lexicon appear in tweets with the correspond-
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ing polarity, and how such normalized lexicon affects the classification by sentiment.
6. Results and discussion
The results of normalization are presented in two directions. In the first direction,
the analysis of sentiment lexicons is done in the way that provides validation over
the marked set of tweets, so the appearance of specific words in tweets by class is
calculated. The second direction of results is based on the sentiment analysis of a
normalized dataset using normalized sentiment lexicons.
6.1. Validation of the sentiment lexicon over a tweet dataset
The validity of lexicon is based on a set of tweets that are normalized by corre-
sponding normalization. For each normalized root of sentiment word (stem, lemma
or n-gram), the calculation (the number of occurrences of that word in tweets with
the positive and negative sentiment) is done. If the sentiment word occurs within
the negation scope, its appearance is counted as having appeared in a tweet with
the opposite polarity. Normalization of the score is done by dividing the number of
occurrences with the number of tweets from that class (the data set is unbalanced).
The score is calculated by the formula (6.1) with n as a number of affirmative occur-
rences in positive tweets, and nn number of occurrences with negation in positive
tweets; m is a number of affirmative occurrences in negative tweets, and nm is the
number of occurrences with negation in negative tweets.
(6.1) score = (n− nn)/num positive tw − (m− nm)/num negativ tw.
By classifying the sentiment words based on whether they appear more in posi-
tive or in negative tweets, the effect of normalization on sentiment analysis is tested.
The sentiment is assigned to the word in the following way:
positive- if they appear more in positive than in negative tweets, (score>0).
negative- if they appear more in negative than in positive tweets, (score<0).
Sentiment word need not be classified (when score=0) for two reasons. The first
reason is that sentiment word does not appear in the corpus, and second is that
sentiment word appears equally in positive and negative tweets; this latter case is
rare. Table 6.1 shows the classification results of positive sentiment words, negative
sentiment words and all sentiment words from lexicons when different types of nor-
malization are applied. Formula (6.2) presents precision (Pre), as a the number of
correctly classified sentiment words(num corectly classified) divided by the total
number of sentiment words classified as belonging to the corresponding sentiment
class (total num classified). Formula (6.3) presents recall (Rcall) as the number
of correctly classified sentiment word(num corectly classified) divided by the to-
tal number of sentiment words that actually belong to the corresponding sentiment
class(total num). Measure F1 uses a combination of Precision and Recall presented
in formula (6.4), giving more relevant results with an unbalanced dataset.
(6.2) Pre = num corectly classified/total num classified
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Table 6.1: The obtained precision and recall for different types of used normaliza-
tions. The corresponding maximums are labeled red.
NN ST NM 4G 5G 6G 7G
ACC negative
words
Pre 82% 81% 80% 84% 82% 81% 80%
Rcall 16% 27% 25% 60% 45% 35% 28%
F1 26% 41% 38% 70% 58% 49% 41%
ACC positive
words
Pre 79% 67% 66% 52% 60% 64% 69%
Rcall 13% 24% 19% 47% 37% 28% 22%
F1 22% 35% 30% 49% 46% 39% 34%
ACC all words Pre 81% 77% 77% 75% 76% 76% 77%
Rcall 15% 26% 23% 57% 43% 33% 26%
F1 25% 39% 36% 65% 55% 46% 39%
(6.3) Rcall = num corectly classified/total num
(6.4) F1 = 2 ∗ Pre ∗Rcall/(Pre+Rcall)
From the obtained results, it can be concluded that n-grams (n < 7) are well
classified by sentiment (the classification has the best F1 score). The reason is that
a larger number of n-grams were found in the set of tweets compared to stemms
and lemmas. Being informal texts, tweets often contain misspelled words that are
rarer at length up to 6 letters. On the other hand, the Serbian language, being
morphologically rich is difficult to process, and a large number of words are found
in forms that are not adequately processed by stemmer and lemmatizer, hence
such sentimental words cannot be found in the sentiment lexicon. Testing the
improvement of classification of sentiment words by cutting them to n-grams versus
stemmer and lemmatizer is done using Mc Nemar’s test. We made a correlation
matrix for classification by using n-gram analysis and lemmatization and 4-gram
analysis and stemming. In both cases, the value of p <0.0001 was found, i.e. cutting
on n-grams had statistically significant influence on the improvement of sentiment
word classification.
6.2. Application of normalized lexicon to tweet sentiment analysis
The influence of the three normalization methods was tested on Twitter senti-
ment analysis. Normalized lexicons and normalized data set were used to determine
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the sentiment in two experiments. The first experiment classified tweets based only
on the words found in the sentiment lexicon. In another experiment, the method-
ology for learning Multinomial Logistic Regression (MLR) was used for classifica-
tion by sentiment. Figure 6.1 shows the system architecture from collecting data,
through normalization to sentiment analysis.
Fig. 6.1: System architecture from collecting tweets, through the normalization
process to the sentiment analysis
In the first experiment, the quality of the prediction for three normalization
methods was performed by a lexicon-based method. The advantage of this classifi-
cation method is that it does not require training and is independent of the dataset.
Although the results are worse than in the machine learning approach, this algo-
rithm gives us a better insight into the impact of different normalizations of the
sentiment analysis. The sentiment is calculated according to formula 6.5. The sum
of numbers of positive sentiment terms and negative sentiment terms within the
negation scope that appear in tweets is given in the sumPos attribute. The sum of
numbers of negative sentiment terms and positive sentiment terms in the negation







The results obtained by this method are given in Table 6.2. The table contains
results when no normalization, stemming, morphologic dictionary or cutting to n-
grams (n = 4,5,6 and 7) are applied. The results of the 3-class (3K) classification of
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Table 6.2: Correctly Classified tweets using Lexicon-Based method depending on
normalization
Normalization NN ST NM 4G 5G 6G 7G
Lexicon-Based 3K 47.09% 50.51% 48.98% 49.25% 49.10% 50.13% 49.15%
Lexicon-Based 2K 33.45% 52.17% 50.73% 59.69% 53.54% 49.51% 43.76%
Table 6.3: Correctly Classified tweets using machine lerning method depending on
normalization
Normalization NN ST NM 4G 5G 6G 7G
MLR-3K 59.86% 64.17% 62.45% 59.23% 60.61% 62.49% 61.80%
MLR-2K 84.71% 85.27% 84.25% 83.96% 84.45% 84.47% 84.71%
tweets in positive, neutral and negative are presented, as well as the classification
for 2-class (2K) positive and negative. If we only look at the classification of positive
and negative tweets, we get 4-gram normalization giving the best accuracy. How-
ever, neutral tweets distort the classification quite a lot, so when classifying a group
of tweets with three classes, normalization using stemmer gives the best results. In
this case, cutting to n-gram finds a large number of n-grams with the sentiment
in tweets, even in neutral, which classifies them into positive or negative. Neutral
tweets often carry a part of the sentiment that is not clearly defined, and this can be
solved only by introducing the classification of tweets into several sentiment groups.
On the other hand, by cutting the word on n-grams, a set of sentiment words are
lost if, after normalization, they are infiltrated into a group of contradictory ones.
The omission of these sentiment words distorts the sentiment analysis classification.
The classification quality is shown using a percentage of accurately classified tweets
using formula (6.6).
(6.6) Correct classif = num corect classif tweets/total num of tweets
In the second experiment, supervised machine learning was performed using
MLR in 10-fold cross-validation (Table 6.3). The attributes used for this method
are the following: sumNeg, sumPoz, the number of words in negation scope, the
number of words in the tweet. Here we see a significant increase in the results
obtained for all three normalization methods, where stemming achieved the best
result. The normalization by cutting to the n-grams, in this case, is the best for 6-
grams and is more accurate than the normalization using the morphological lexicon.
6.3. Complexity of algorithms
Large amounts of data available for processing require techniques to quickly achieve
results. In order to measure the complexity of sentiment analysis algorithms, the
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time complexity of determining the sentiment for one tweet has been shown, by
using all three types of normalization. Differences in complexity of the sentiment
algorithm in different modes of normalization are reflected in the size of lexical
resources or the number of rules, used to normalize tweet and determine sentiment
by formula (6.7). The first part of normalization does not depend on the way
words are reduced and it will not be considered. Only the part that is specific for
each normalization is considered. Sentiment analysis algorithm does not directly
depend on normalization, but indirectly through the size of sentiment lexicon which
is obtained by normalization. How the complexity of sentiment analysis algorithm
depends on normalization is presented through the complexity of sentiment lexicon
used (6.8).
(6.7) iT = tweet normalization+ determ senti
(6.8) determ senti = num of words in tweet ∗ num of words in senti lex
1. The normalization with a stemmer, as a linguistic dependent normalization,
depends on the number of rules used in stemming and the size of the stemmed
sentiment lexicon. Based on previously presented values, it is obtained as described
in detail in Subsection 5.1. and Subsection 4.1. that:
tweet normalization = number of words in tweet * number od rules in stemmer=
m * (68 + 289)
determining sentiment = m * 5218
iT = m * 5575
2. The use of morphological lexicon is the most expensive process due to robust lex-
ical resources it uses. The size of morphological lexicon determines the complexity
of normalization. For the normalization of morphological lexicon based on formulas
(6.7) and (6.8), the following complexity is obtained:
tweet normalization = number of words in tweet *number od rules in lemmatizer=
m * 3,630,613
determining sentiment = m * 5632
iT = m * 3636245
3. Cutting to n-grams requires the fewest resources, as shown in Table 6.4. The
complexity of normalization is reduced to the number of words in the tweet. The sen-
timent lexicon normalized by cutting into n-grams is also smaller than the stemmed
and lemmatized lexicon. Depending on length n, the complexity by cutting to n-
grams is:
tweet normalization = number of words in tweet * number of ngram rules= m * 1
The obtained results indicate that normalization by cutting to n-grams is the
least required and the fastest normalization algorithm and gives better results than
lemmatization. If we compare it with stemming, the results are also satisfactory,
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Table 6.4: Complexity of sentiment analyses in case of cutting to n-gram normal-
ization





since the classification into two classes of sentiments is always satisfactory. The
problem occurs more due to the nature of sentiment analysis, i.e. unclearly defined
type of neutral tweets that mainly carry both sentiments words by nature.
7. Conclusion
Cutting to n-grams maps a great number of words in tweets, so the number of ac-
curately classified tweets is large. The problem arises with words that are thrown
out of the sentiment lexicon because they are reduced to words with the oppo-
site sentiment, therefore they do not participate in the sentiment analysis. Another
problem is that neutral tweets contain the sentiment word that makes them difficult
for classification. The results show that cutting off sentiment words into n-grams
gives good results in classifying sentiment words in tweets, especially due to the
informal form of tweet writing. Taking into account the accuracy of classification,
the minimum of lexical resources, and the simplicity of application, cutting to n-
grams is a method that has the advantage over linguistic dependent normalization
in the Twitter sentiment analysis. In linguistic dependent normalizers, the use of
stemmers takes precedence over the normalization with the morphological lexicon,
both due to low complexity of the algorithm and the best result in the tweet senti-
ment classification in the 3-class dataset. In order to improve results, the sentiment
analysis algorithm itself should be improved. Improving the result is possible using
domain sentiment lexicon with sentiments that are also validated on the appropri-
ate corpus. The introduction of several degrees in the sentiment analysis would
significantly solve the problem of neutral tweet classification by sentiment.
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